Continuity
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Setup
Spread Offense

1 2 3 4 5
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Spread Offense
Spread - Continuity

Spread Offense
Spread - Continuity

Spread Offense
Spread - Continuity

Spread Offense
Spread - Continuity
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Spread - Continuity
Spread Offense
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Break into Offense
Spread Offense

Break into Offense
Spread Offense

Break into Offense
Spread Offense

Break into Offense
Spread Offense
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Break Reversal into Offense
Spread Offense
Entries
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Wing Spread Offense Entries

1
2
3
4
5
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Dribble Entry
Spread Offense Entries

Dribble Entry
Spread Offense Entries
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Center
Spread Offense Entries

Center
Spread Offense Entries
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Exchange
Spread Offense Entries

Exchange
Spread Offense Entries
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Away
Spread Offense Entries

1 2

5

3

4

1

5

4

3

2
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Push
Spread Offense Entries

1 5 2

3 4

1 5 2

4 3
Breakdown
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Spread - First Cutter
Spread Offense

Diagram:

- Player 1
- Player 2
- Player 3
- Player 4
- Player 5
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
Stephen F Austin

First Cutter - Switch (Alert)
Spread Offense Reads
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)

Stephen F Austin

Second Cutter - 5 Sag
Spread Offense Reads

Second Cutter - 5 Sag
Spread Offense Reads

Second Cutter - 5 Sag
Spread Offense Reads
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)  
Stephen F Austin

Second Cutter - Switch  
Spread Offense Reads

Second Cutter - Switch  
Spread Offense Reads

Second Cutter - Switch  
Spread Offense Reads

Second Cutter - Switch  
Spread Offense Reads
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Spread - Pinch Hand Off
Spread Offense
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Pinch - Covered Ballscreen
Spread Offense Reads

1
2
3
4
5

2
4
3
5

Pinch - Covered Ballscreen
Spread Offense Reads

4
5
1

2
3

Pinch - Covered Ballscreen
Spread Offense Reads

4
5
1

2
3
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Pinch - Covered Pass Flare/Backscreen
Spread Offense Reads

1 2 3 4 5

Pinch - Covered Pass Flare/Backscreen
Spread Offense Reads

1 2 3 4 5

Pinch - Covered Pass Flare/Backscreen
Spread Offense Reads

1 2 3 4 5

Pinch - Covered Pass Flare/Backscreen
Spread Offense Reads

1 2 3 4 5
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Pinch - Covered Pass Backdoor
Spread Offense Reads

Pinch - Covered Pass Backdoor
Spread Offense Reads

Pinch - Covered Pass Backdoor
Spread Offense Reads

1
2
3
4
5

x5

x1

1
2
3
4
5
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Pinch - Covered Walk Down
Spread Offense Reads

Pinch - Covered Walk Down
Spread Offense Reads
Drills
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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First Cutter
Spread Offense Drills

Follow the Letter

Diagram:

- A
- B
- C
- D
- E
Follow the Letter

1 goes to wing, 4 steps in.
Follow the Letter

1 goes to middle, Shooter goes to 3, 3 rebounds, 4 steps in.
1 goes to wing, 4 steps in.
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
Stephen F Austin

First & Second Cutter
Spread Offense Drills

Follow the Letter

Put different players in pinch.
First & Second Cutter w D
Spread Offense Drills

Follow the Letter

Put different players in pinch.
Work on passing around players
Follow the Letter

Put different players in pinch.
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2-Man: Fill Duck In
Spread Offense Drills

C - Top Foot Pivot

2-Man: Fill Duck In
Spread Offense Drills

C - rolls to rim, no pivot.
B - bounces out and hits fill.
A - Fills

2-Man: Fill Duck In
Spread Offense Drills

No dribbles in the paint
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)  
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2-Man: Fill High Low  
Spread Offense Drills

C - Top Foot Pivot

C - rolls to rim, no pivot.  
B - bounces out and hits fill.  
A - Fills

Throw to corner of backboard
C - Top Foot Pivot

C - rolls to rim, no pivot.
B - bounces out and hits fill.
A - Fills
C - Top Foot Pivot

C - rolls to rim, no pivot.
B - bounces out and hits fill.
A - Fills
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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2-Man: Post Up
Spread Offense Drills

C - Top Foot Pivot

2-Man: Post Up
Spread Offense Drills

C - rolls to rim, no pivot.
B - bounces out and hits post.
A - Fills
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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3 on 0 - Hand Off
Spread Offense Drills

3 on 0 - Hand Off
Spread Offense Drills
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Baseline Drift
Spread Offense Drills

Follow the Letter
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Baseline Drift - Extra
Spread Offense Drills

Follow the Letter
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)  
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Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Dribble (Wave)
Spread Offense Drills

Dribble (Wave)
Spread Offense Drills
Follow the Letter

1 goes to middle, 3 rebouns, 4 steps in.

Follow the Letter

1 goes to middle, 3 rebouns, 4 steps in.
Spread Offense Drills

Fill Behind

A

Follow the Letter

1 hits coach in pinch post, 2 cuts off pinch post for handoff.

B

2 bounces out, 1 fill behind.
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Fill Behind - Extra
Spread Offense Drills

Follow the Letter

1 hits coach in pinch post, 2 cuts off pinch post for handoff.

2 bounces out, 1 fill behind.
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Punch To Pinch Hand Off
Spread Offense Drills

1
2
3
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Pinch - Hand Off Keep
Spread Offense Drills

Follow the Letter

A D C B

Pinch - Hand Off Keep
Spread Offense Drills

A D C B

C
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Pinch - Hand Off Keep Kick

Spread Offense Drills

Follow the Letter
Counters
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Dribble (Wave) - Double
Spread Offense Counters

Dribble (Wave) - Double
Spread Offense Counters

Dribble (Wave) - Double
Spread Offense Counters
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Dribble (Wave) - Elevator
Spread Offense Counters

Dribble (Wave) - Elevator
Spread Offense Counters
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)  
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Dribble (Wave) - STS  
Spread Offense Counters

Dribble (Wave) - STS  
Spread Offense Counters
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Dribble (Wave) - Zipper Angle

Spread Offense Counters

Dribble (Wave) - Zipper Angle

Spread Offense Counters

Dribble (Wave) - Zipper Angle

Spread Offense Counters

Dribble (Wave) - Zipper Angle

Spread Offense Counters
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Spread Offense Counters

Eye

Spread Offense Counters
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Fist
Spread Offense Counters

1
5
4
3
2
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Fist (ATO Counter)
Spread Offense Counters
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Fist 1
Spread Offense Counters

Fist 1
Spread Offense Counters

Fist 1
Spread Offense Counters

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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Fist 1 (ATO Counter)
Spread Offense Counters

Fist 1 (ATO Counter)
Spread Offense Counters

Fist 1 (ATO Counter)
Spread Offense Counters
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Fist 2
Spread Offense Counters

Fist 2
Spread Offense Counters

1
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3
4
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Fist 2 (ATO Counter)
Spread Offense Counters

1 2 3 4 5

Fist 2 (ATO Counter)
Spread Offense Counters

1

Fist 2 (ATO Counter)
Spread Offense Counters

1 2 3 4 5
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Fist 3
Spread Offense Counters

Fist 3
Spread Offense Counters

Fist 3
Spread Offense Counters

Fist 3
Spread Offense Counters
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Fist 4
Spread Offense Counters

Fist 4
Spread Offense Counters
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Fist 4 (ATO Counter)
Spread Offense Counters

Fist 4 (ATO Counter)
Spread Offense Counters
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Fist Down
Spread Offense Counters

1 2 3 4 5

Fist Down
Spread Offense Counters

1 2 3 4 5

Fist Down
Spread Offense Counters

1 2 3 4 5
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Horns Out
Spread Offense Counters

Horns Out
Spread Offense Counters

Horns Out
Spread Offense Counters
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Opening Set (Buckeye)
Spread Offense Counters

Opening Set (Buckeye)
Spread Offense Counters
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Opening Set (Carolina)
Spread Offense Counters

Opening Set (Carolina)
Spread Offense Counters
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Opening Set vs teams that Front
Spread Offense Counters

Opening Set vs teams that Front
Spread Offense Counters
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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Opening Spin (vs Pressure)
Spread Offense Counters

Opening Spin (vs Pressure)
Spread Offense Counters
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PG In - Flare
Spread Offense Counters
3 pops to the top of the key. 1 passes to 3. 1 and 2 cut through off 4 & 5.

1 & 2 have options to cross (stay to the right of each other) or cut back and come off screens from 4 & 5. 3 reads the defense and passes to open man. After 1 & 2 cut off them 4 & 5 look to seal their man and post up.
Spread Offense Playbook (Brad Underwood)
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PG In - Spread P&R
Spread Offense Counters

PG In - Spread P&R
Spread Offense Counters

PG In - Spread P&R
Spread Offense Counters

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5
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PG In - Spread P&R Spain
Spread Offense Counters

PG In - Spread P&R Spain
Spread Offense Counters

PG In - Spread P&R Spain
Spread Offense Counters
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Spread - Chest Punch (Center Post Up)
Spread Offense Counters

```
 Spread - Chest Punch (Center Post Up)
 Spread Offense Counters

1  2  3  4  5

3  5
2
4

"Get to X's on Post Touch"
```

Spread - Chest Punch (Center Post Up)
Spread Offense Counters
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Twist
Spread Offense Counters

Twist
Spread Offense Counters
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Twist - Again
Spread Offense Counters

1
2
3
4
5

Twist - Again
Spread Offense Counters

2
3
4
5

1
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Twist - Cincinnati Spread Offense Counters

Twist - Cincinnati Spread Offense Counters
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Twist - Down
Spread Offense Counters

Twist - Down
Spread Offense Counters
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Wave Punch (Dribble Entry Post Up)
Spread Offense Counters

Wave Punch (Dribble Entry Post Up)
Spread Offense Counters

Wave Punch (Dribble Entry Post Up)
Spread Offense Counters
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Elbow
Spread Offense Counters

Keep hand off, fill pick & roll, elbow get.